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Social Media for IFAs –

Recommended Best Practices 



Why is it even required?? 



The old way of working…

 There were few clients; there was time on hand

 “Meeting Kantibhai at his home, over a cup of tea”

 “In IFAs we trust…and invest as per his recommendations”



What’s changed??

 Lots to do, lots to sell, many clients.. Time??!

 For IFAs and for clients: information overload!

 The IFA knowledge challenged by other inputs! 

Where‟s the trust gone? 



So the real challenges

 The client / investor gets lots of inputs, has little time, does 

not know who to trust, and is confused

 He spends a lot of time on the Internet, including on 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter etc. from where he gets random 

inputs 

 The IFA on the other hand, has to retain his significance in 

the scheme of things 

 But how does he compete with the tons of information 

flowing his client‟s way? How does he show his value 

addition? And how does he get the attention of his client, 

who‟s spending so much time on Social Media? 



The task at hand then, for IFAs…

Use Social Media to connect with the client base, provide timely 

inputs, generate thought leadership, rebuild the trust, and in doing 

so, take the client from a state of confusion to a state of composure!



But before we see “how”, let us 

understand the “what”…

The Social Media Toolkit at hand!



The big 4!



 How do you define Facebook? 

 It is different things for different people.

 Most of all though, it is a SOCIAL UTILITY!

 Utility: usefulness, value, convenience, function, service, benefit etc. 

 Facebook provides all of these and more to user

 My use: status, photos, games, videos, connect to friends, 

notes (in lieu of blogs), etc. 



 Most common use for 

companies / brands: A 

Facebook Page

 Enables engagement 

with users like never 

before

 “Facebook is the new 

email”

 Other ways to use 

Facebook: Groups, 

Events, Causes



Facebook Pages: For Brands big and small



News 

Feed

Quizzes

Groups

Events

Targeted 

Adverts



 Aaah… Twitter.. 

 The most famous social media platform today (thanks to 
@shashitharoor, @srbacchan, @sachin_rtand others)

 Yet, the least understood social media platform

 What do you do on Twitter? “With” Twitter? 

 Why do I want to tell the world that I am eating a burger 
right now? Or read about someone else eating one?? 



 So what IS Twitter, and what do you do with it??

 Meant for sharing what is going on „Right Now‟

 Extremely Viral in nature

 Status updates

 @Replies

 Direct Messages

 Retweets

 Hashtags



 Twitter Search

 Trending topics

 Ability to find prospective customers / leads

 Hashtag basednewsjacking

 A backchannel for your event / seminar / lecture

 Create offline engagement through tweetups





 Professional Network

 Complete Profile

 Recommendations (giving and getting)

 Dynamic Profile

 Applications (Blog, Presentations, Videos, Events, Books)

 Status Updates



 Groups

 Building a reputation by participating in discussions

 LinkedIn Publishing (like blogs)

 Company Pages

 Searches

 Pro Accounts

 Targeted Ads

 Forwarding Profiles / Suggesting people







 Video, easiest form of media to consume

 Can be embedded into blogs / websites

 Ability to create channels for your brand / around 
your interest

 Deeplinking into videos (linking to a specific point 
within a video)

 Adding links within Videos

 Some of the biggest viral phenomenon on the web 
have been videos





Some quick tips for success

 Start small, experiment, get comfortable, then do more

 Start with a good profile on at least LinkedIn and Facebook

 WhatsApp is a great option as well

 Start connecting to existing clients on these platforms

 Curate good content from interesting sources – not just 

about mutual funds that you distribute, but general 

investment related content

 Start sharing these on your social media profiles

 Be selective about what you are sharing – ensure that it is 

really interesting and relevant for your audience



Then when you want to do more..

 Share relevant, specific content for your mutual funds

 Maintain your client portfolios in a portfolio management 

software, and periodically share reports / graphs /charts

 Participate in discussions on LinkedIn and add value there

 Create your own content is some specific niche – can be text 

and / or video based; put it on LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube

 For any specific event, e.g. budget or interest rate change 

etc., give your perspective on how it will impact investments

 Create a group on LinkedIn / Facebook / WhatsApp of your 

clients, and have discussions with them



Social Media offers you a good and convenient 

means to engage your clients – focused effort will 

enable you to exploit the medium effectively!
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